Tired of what you've been creating for virtual learning? Frustrated that your online learning is unlike your in-person learning? We have a guide for you to pivot for 2021.
1. MAKE INTERACTIVE VIDEOS

Don't let students be passive viewers of videos.

Videos are heavily part of every teacher's online teaching toolbox. Students may get tired of watching videos and taking notes.

Make the videos you plan to use interactive with embedded interactions including:
- labels
- text
- images
- hyperlinks
- multiple choice questions
- fill-in-the blank questions
- drag and drop
- mark the words
- navigation hotspots

Resources

How to Make an Interactive Video

Best practices for making interactive videos (video)
Add hotspots to static images and documents.

CurrikiStudio makes it easy to add clickable hotspots to images, documents, presentations, and more. This allows you to add layers of learning to a single static resource and activate it.

Use hotspots for students to click for:
- definitions
- answers
- hints
- thought prompts
- hyperlinks

Resources
- How to Create Hotspots
- Best Practices in Creating Hotspots (video)
3. MAKE DIGITAL FLIP CARDS ON STEROIDS

Boost instructional practice with higher level flip cards.

No need to scour the internet for hours for flash cards that you need. You can customize our flash cards and dialog cards in minutes to include EXACT content that you are teaching or that students need reinforcement.

Key features include:
- add audio
- add images
- repetition mode
- randomize

Resources

How to Make Flash Cards

How to Make Dialog Cards

Flash Cards vs. Dialog Cards (video)
4. TURN WORKSHEETS INTO INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES

Make anything "static" into active learning.

Have great worksheets, but can't have students complete them virtually with ease?

Copy and paste the contents into the many fun interactive games and activities in our learning library including drag and drop activities and flash cards.

Resources

Creating Interactive Learning Experiences That Engage (video)
Get creative and create your first digital "game".

Make instructional practice feel like a game by creating drag and drop activities. Use visual images and/or text to have students:

- label diagrams and images
- discover relationships
- make connections with the content.

**Resources**

- How to Create Drag and Drop Activities
- Best Practices in Creating Drag and Drop Activities (video)